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Abstract 

When the armature voltage of a de motor is being controlled by a single
phase half-wave thyristor rectifier circuit, the armature current flows discontin
uously, but the motor speed scarcely fluctuates during one cycle of an ac supply 
frequency. Hence, the authors analyse the static and dynamic characteristics of 
the de motor for the case where it is assumed that the fluctuation of the motor 
speed is negligible. In the analysis, they consider the effects of the motor brush 
and thyristor internal voltage drops on the characteristics, which can't be 
neglected when the motor is driven with a low voltage supply. Next, they com
pare the theoretical results with the experimental ones ; and then investigate the 
effects of circuit parameters on the characteristics of the motor. Finally, they 
make a study of the dissipated power, efficiency and frequency response in the 
circuit, which have not been investigated in the usual papers. 

1. Introduction 

141 

The development of the control technique in recent years spreads the 

application of thyristor circuits in the speed control system of the motor. 

Therefore, it is necessary to research not only the static characteristics of the 

motor in the steady state, but also the dynamic ones, including the motor perfor

mances, in the transient state. 

The authors study the characteristics of the de motor controlled by thyristor 

rectifier circuits, which have excellent control ability, and are widely used 

nowadays. Already, they have derived a theoretical mothod to analyse the 

dynamic characteristics of the spearately excited de motor controlled by the 

single-phase half-wave thyristor circuitD, in which the fluctuation of the speed 

is considered during one cycle of the ac supply frequency. 

On the other hand, with respect to the motor which usually has a large 
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moment of inertia, that fluctuation is almost suppressed. Consequently, we can 

analyse the motor characteristics with fair accuracy, even if we assume that 

the motor speed is constant during one cycle. 

In this paper, the authors propose simplified methods to analyse the static 
and dynamic characteristics of the motor, which are applicable for the case 

where the fluctuation of the motor speed is very small. Next, they investigate 

theoretically and experimentally the effects of the circuit parameters in the 

motor control system on the characteristics of the motor. 

2. Fundamental Equations 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of a single-phase half-wave thyristor 

rectifier circuit, in which the speed n of the separately excited de motor is 

controlled by changing the firing angle of the thyristor Th. In the figure, the 

current i begins to flow at the instant when Th is fired, and then driving torque 

K 1i is supplied to the motor, where K 1 is a torque coefficient of the motor. On 
the other hand, the stalled motor begins to rotate when K 1i exceeds the static 

torque Q, of the motor with a load. When i decreases to zero, i is interrupted 

by a reverse blocking characteristic of Th, and then the motor rotates by its 

inertia. But when the average value of Kii becomes smaller than the coulomb 

torque Q, the motor can't keep rotating and finally stops. 

As described in the previous paperll, the above circuit performances are 

divided into four fundamental modes, shown in Fig. 2, and can be analysed by 
the following equations 

Mode I 

LlJJ 0 

0 
n . 

,: 

Ac Suplly 

~ 0 
Mode 4 

Fig. 1. Control circuit of separately excited de motor. Fig. 2. 

=] dn/dt+Fn+Q, 

Mode 2 
(Th:fired) ~[ill 

I a 0 n=O 

0 l~ • 
,: 

(Th: fired) [ill I= 0 0 
Mode 3 

Fundamental modes. 

(1) 

(2) 
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where 

Em: maximum value of ac supply voltage, 

Eb brush voltage drop including thyristor voltage drop, 

L total inductance in armature circuit, 

R total resistance in armature circuit, 

Kv : counter emf coefficient of motor, 

J moment of inertia of motor contained load, 

F viscous friction coefficient of motor with load, 

t time, 

w
0 

angular frequency of ac supply, 

a firing angle of thyristor Th. 

Here, we assume that the motor armature reaction and the nonlinearlity of 

the circuit parameters can be neglected. Then, the above fundamental equations 

can be transformed to the following electrical equations 

where 

Em sin (w0f+a) =Ldi/dt+Ri+v+Eb, 

=Cdv/dt+Gv+lq, 

v=Kvn counter emf of motor, 

C=] !KtKv : equivalent capacitance of], 

G=F!K,Kv: equivalent conductance of F, 

lq=Q/K, equivalent forced current of Q. 

(3) 

(4) 

The circuit performance in Fig. 1 can be analysed by using Fig. 2 and Eqs. 

(3) and (4). However, about the usual motor, the speed fluctuation during one 

cycle is almost suppressed by the moment of inertia. Therefore, we shall 

approximately analyse that performance under the assumption that the fluctuation 

can be neglected. 

3. Static Characteristics 

The counter emf v in Eq. (3) can be expressed by the constant voltage V 

under our assumption, and then we can obtain 

(5) 

Solving Eq. (5) under the condition that the initial value of i is zero, we get 

i=CErn [sin (wof+a-o) -.-,!Te sin (a-o)j cos o 

- (V +Eb) (1-ctlTe) JI R, (6) 

where 
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T,=L/ R: electrical time constant in armature circuit, 

o=tau--1 (w0T,). 

Here, putting i=0 at t=ti, we can obtain the following relation among V, t1 

and a 

g(t1) =Em [sin (wot1 +a-o) -.-,,Ir, sin (a-o)} cos 0 

- (V +Eb) (l-s-ti!Te) =0, 

where t1 is the conductive duration of Th. 

(7) 

Next, integrating Eq. (3) from t=0 to t1, the average value Id of i is easily 

calculated as follows 

where 

ld=-1- 1' 1
idt 

r Jo 

=CEm [cos a-cos (w0t1+a)l -w0t1(V +Eb)J/2rrR, 

r=2rr/w0 : period of ac supply frequency. 

(8) 

Furthermore, by multiplying both sides of Eq. (3) by i and then integrating 

that result, we get 

Pt=RI.2+Po+Ebld, (9) 

where 

input power, 

output power, 

I.=(+ ~>Zdt)Ilz effective value of i. 

Therefore, the motor efficiency r; is given by 

(10) 

where the mechanical no-load loss of the motor and the electrical power loss in 

in the field circuit are neglected. 

Next, let us discuss the motor characteristic in the case where the values 

of the coefficients K,, F and Qare given. The torque equation (2) is transformed 

to the electrical equivalent equation in the steady state, as follows 

Then, from Eqs. (11) and (8), we have 

V Em [cos a-cos (w0t1 +a) l /2rr-t1Eb/r-Rlq 
RG+ti/r 

(11) 

(12) 
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Using this equation, we can analyse the motor characteristics. 

4. Dynamic Chracteristics 

As shown in the previous section, the relations of v, i, t1 and Id vs. a are 

expressed by the transcendental relations_ It is very difficult to solve them 

exactly in the transient state. Therefore, we study the motor response with a 

small change of a, and then derive the approximate linear equations to analyse 

the dynamic characteritics. 

Here we show two analytical methods. In these methods we regard the 

motor performance in the original circuit as the one in the equivalent con

tinuous system, or in the sampled data system. 

4.1 Equivalent Continuous System 

We assume that V, Id and t1 vary by the small values ..:IV, .did and ..:lt1, 

respectively, when a changes by ..:la. We can deduce the following equations 

from Eqs. (7) and (8) 

ag(t1) ..:la+ ag(t1) ..:It + ag(t1) ..:IV =O l 
aa at) l av ' 

.did=~: ..:la+~; ..:lt1+ ~id ..:IV. 

Eliminating ..:lt1 from Eqs. (13), we get 

where 

A- aid __ aid ag(t1) / ag(t1)_ 
- aa at I aa at 1 ' 

=Em(sin (w0t 1 +a) -sin a- {cos (w0t1 +a-o) 

-ct,IT, cos (a-o)l sin oJ/21rR, 

B- aid_ aid ag(ti) / ag(t1) 
- av at1 av at1 • 

=Wo {T,(l-.-1, 1r,)-t1) /21rR. 

(13) 

(14) 

On the other hand, using Eq. (4), we can write .did by the following 

equation, namely 

(15) 

By eliminating ..:II d from Eqs. (14) and (15), we can derive the first order 

transfer function G(s) of the motor in Fig. 1, as follows 
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G(s)- N(s) _ Kc 
- Ja(s) - sTc+l 

s Laplace operator, 

JV (s) : s-function of JV, 

Ja(s) : s-function of Ja, 

Kc=A/(G-B), 

Tc=C/(G-B). 

(16) 

Then, the dynamic performance of the circuit shown in Fig. 1 can be regarded 

as the one in the continuous system, of which the block diagram is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

Firing 
Device 

Kc 
STc+I 

IN 

Fig. 3. Equivalent continuous system. 

In connection with the derivation of the transfer function, the other two 

graphical methods were already presented in references 2) and 3). The results 

obtained by those methods gave a considerably good agreement with the experi

mental results. However, by using Eq. (16), the dynamic performance is analysed 

more directly. 

4.2 Equivalent Sampled Data System 

First we calculate i, t1 and Id, as described in section 3, under the assump

tion of v= V (constant). Next, we solve the following equation 

(17) 

derived from Eq. (4) under the assumption of i=ld (constant). Solving Eq. (17), 

we can obtain 

(18) 

where 

T m=C/G: mechanical time constant of motor with load. 

From Eqs. (18) and (8) we obtain the variation JV of v during one period 

of the ac supply frequency, as follows : 

JV= (1-crlTm) (Em \cos a- cos (wot1 +a) l /2rr 

-Rlq-t1Eb/r-(RG+ti/r)VJ/RG. (19) 
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Fig. 4. Illustrative relation between V and AV. 

Then, the relation between V and N for the given firing angle a is illustrated 

by the curve as shown in Fig. 4. 

As mentioned in reference 1), approximating the curve by the dotted 

straight line, the transient response of the motor is explained as follows. When 

the initial value and the variation of v in the first cycle are given by V 1 and 

N 1, respectively, the value VH1 of v after kr seconds is expressed by: 

where 

Vk+I= (l-m)Vk+mV1+N1, 
=Voo{l-(1-m)kj +V1(l-m)k, 

V k: initial value of v during the k-th cycle, 

k= 1,2,3, ...... , 

m= -dN/dV, 

V= limVk=V1+Nifm. 
k➔= 

(20) 

Here, V "° can be obtained by putting ..::IV =0, and is equal to V given in Eq. 

(12). Also, m is calculated by Eqs. (19) and (7), as follows: 

--(o..::IV dt1 + o..::IV) 
m- at1 dV av ' 

= (1-c'ITm) [RG+ti/r- (1-s-t,ITe)TJrj / RG. (21) 

In this connection, our approximate analysis can be applied to the case where 

0<m<l, because the fluctuation of v becomes large unless 0<m<L 
Next, replacing the term (1-m) in Eq. (20) by exp(-r/T,), Vk+ 1 is rewritten 

as: 

(22) 

where T, is an equivalent time constant of the motor, which is given by: 

T,= -r/ln(l-m). (23) 
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Consequently, we can see that the transient response of the motor in Fig. 

1 is equivalent to the one in the first order sampled data system with a holding 

circuit, where the sampling period is r seconds. 

Now, let us consider the dynamic performance of the motor when a is 

changed by Ja. In this case, the changes of the values of m and T, are assumed 

to be very small and can be neglected. Then, we can set up the block diagram 

of the sampled data system as shown in Fig. 5, where the performance is equi

valent to the one in Fig. 1. In Fig. 5, the gain parameter K, is given by dV =I 
da, and so K, is equal to Kc in Eq. (16), namely 

Control 
Signal 

Firing 
Devi~ 

Fig. 5. Equivalent sampled data system. 

The pulse transfer function G*(z) of the system in Fig. 5 is given by: 

where 

G*(z) = JV*(z) 
Ja*(z) 

JV*(z) : 2-function of JV, 

Ja*(z) : 2-function of Ja, 

z exp(sr), 

a exp( -r/T ,) . 

K,z-1 (1-a) 
l-az-1 

(24) 

(25) 

The transfer function is useful when we wish to calculate the transient or fre

quency response of the motor. The transient response can be obtained by 

reversing the 2-function JV*(z) to the time function. On the other hand, when 

Ja is varied sinusoidally with the angular frequency w, the frequency response 

is derived as follows : 

z =exp(jwr), 

j =FT, 
R _ K,(1-a) (cos wr-a) 
,- l-2acoswr+a2 

K,(1-a) sin wr 
l-2a cos wr+a2 

(26) 

real part of G* (z), 

imaginary part of G*(z). 
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Then, the vector trajectory of G*(z) is plotted by the following circular equation 

(R _ aK, )2+! 2=(~)2 
e I+a m l+a . (27) 

5. Numerical Calculations and Experimental Results 

In the above sections, we have derived the simplified analysis of the static 

and dynamic characteristics of the motor control circuit in Fig. 1. So, in this 

section, in order to investigate the appropriateness of our analysis, we make an 

experiment with the small sized de servo-motor, where the specification of the 

motor and the circuit parameters are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Then, we com

pare the experimental results with the numerical calculation results. 

Table 1. Specification of the de servo-motor. 

Type (Maker) 
I 

JKMM-6EM 
(Yasukawa Electric Co.) 

Rated Power 190 CWJ 
Rated Voltage 40 (VJ 
Rated Current 6 CAJ 
Rated Speed 3000 (rpmJ 

Field Excitation Permanent Magnet 

Table 2. Circuit parameters. 

Mechanical Parameters Electrical Parameters 

J =0.011 (kg•mJ 

Q =0.420 to 0.203 (N•mJ 

F =0.00499 to 0.174 

(N•m•s/radJ 
Q. =0.503 

Kv=0.592 

K,=0.592 

5.1 Static Characteristics 

(N•mJ 

(V •s/redJ 

(N•m/AJ 

C=0.0313 CFJ 
lq=0.710 to 0.342 (AJ 
G=28.5 to 497.4 (mUJ 
Em=70.7 (VJ 
Eb =3.02 (VJ 
R=6.03 cm 
L =0.9, 20.9, 40.9 (mHJ 

Wo =377 (rad/sJ 

Fig. 6 shows the calculated relations between I ct and V for several values of 

L and a, which correspond to the speed-torque characteristics of the motor. 

Next, Figs. 7(a) and (b) illustrate the calculated relations of V, I., P1, t1/r and 

r; vs. let for a=2ir/9 (radJ, L=0.9 (mHJ and L=40.9 (mHJ. Fig. 8 presents the 

relations of V,lct,l.,Pt,t 1lr and r; vs. a for G=56.5, (mUJ, lq=0.672 (AJ and 
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> -6 
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Fig. 6. Relation between Id and V for L=0.9 and 40.9 (mH). 

, Experimental 
results 
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(a) L=0.9 (mH). (b) L=40.9 (mH). 
Fig. 7. Static characterictics for a=2ir/9 (rad). 

L=0.9 (mHJ. In these figures, some experimental results are also marked. 

Here, we must notice that the thyristor can't be fired for Em sin a<V and the 

motor rests for Id<lq. 
Fig. 9 shows the calculated and experimental examples of the waveforms of 

i and v for a=2n-/9 (rad]. 

From the figures, we can confirm the validity of our assumption, that the 

fluctuation of v can be neglible. Furthermore, we can see that the conducting 
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Fig. 8. Relations of V, Ia, I,, P;, t1/r and r; vs. a for G=56.5 (mU), 
I q=0.672 (A) and L=0.9 (mH). 

10 • 
Experimental result of I 

Experimental result of V 

- r-, -.--r"~--,,-.-..-~....sV'--'>_~-~-~-~--J 
<1 , ~20 
~1 

! I~ 
~ 

. - l _____________ ________L_ ___ ~O 
71: 3/t/2 2 7r. 
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0 

Fig. 9. Waveforms of i and v for G=56.5 (mU), I q=0.672 CA) and a=2ir/9 (rad). 

10-

V 

5 

I 
' --~~- _______ ._JQ 

0 Tr:. 3n:/2 2n:. 
wt (rod) 

Fig. 10. Waveforms corresponding to Fig. 9 when C=0.00313 (F). 

duration of i increases, but the values of i and v decrease when we increase the 

value of L. 

However, our analytical method can't be used when the value of C, corre

sponding to the moment of the motor inertia, is small and the fluctuation of v 
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is recognized as shown in Fig. 10. In the figure, the value of C is decreased 

to ten per cent of the value in Fig. 9, and the waveforms are calculated by the 

exact method derived previouslyD. 

5.2 Dynamic Characteristics 

In Figs. 11 and 12, we plot the calculated relations of K. and T. vs. a, 

which are obtained with Eqs. (24) and (23), respectively. Since Ks and T. are 

fairly influenced by a, we can use the block diagram shown in Fig. 5 only in a 

limited range, where Lia is very small for the basic firing angle a. 

In this connection, the a-Tc curves obtained by Eqs. (16) correspond to the 

a-T, curves in Fig. 12 very well. 

In Fig. 13, we plot the transient values of Vk, which are calculated by Eq. 

(22) for the following conditions: 

-20 

-15 

l 
i 

L•0.9mH 

l G•56.5 mlS, 
r lq•0672A 

l 100.2, 
0.624 

I o.4s1 

0.1 
-5° 1264.2, 

J.-,4J'H--cc,r:-o:/4,-------1!/;;:';;;-2--~37(/:;;-,;;4--~,1:, OL_ ___ ><_,_/_4 ___ ,r;/-'cc2---3~></L4 ___ >< 

oc [rad) a. (rad] 

Fig. 11. Relation between K, and a. 

30 
a Experimental 

result 

L•0.9 mH 

Fig. 13. Transient response of V for 
a=2ir/9 (rad), 

Fig. 12. Relation between T, and a. 

jlm 

-2 Re 

-4 

Fig. 14. Frequency response of -JV for 
a=2ir/9 (rad), 
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G =56.5 (mUJ, lq=0.672 (AJ, 

V1 =0 (VJ, a =2ir/9 (radJ, 

L = 0.9, 20.9 and 40.9 (mHJ, 

T. = 0.276, 0.296 and 0.323 (sJ, 

V oo=21.0, 15.7 and 11.1 (VJ. 

Also in this figure, we show the experimental results, which agree well with 

the calculated results. 

In Fig. 14, we represent the frequency responses of the motor, which are 

calculated by Eqs. (26) and (27) for 

G =56.5 (mUJ, lq=0.672 (AJ, 

a =2n/9 (radJ : basic firing angle, 

L =0.9, 20.9 and 40.9 (mHJ, 

K,= -5.08, -6.08 and -6.30 (V /radJ, 

and also add some experimental results for .Ja=0.38 sin wt. 
Next, let us consder the response of the motor in the case where we use 

the block diagram of the equivalent continuous system described in section 4.1. 

Since the following relations 

are satisfied, the transient response becomes identical to the one of the equiv

alent sampled data system shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand, with respect 

to the frequency response, we can't obtain the sampling characteristic of the 

original circuit. Hence, we must use the block diagram as shown in Fig. 5, in 

order to analyse the dynamic characteristic of the motor accurately. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, the authors have introduced an approximate method to analyse 

the static and dynamic characteristics of the de motor controlled by the single

phase half-wave thyristor rectifier circuit. Also, they have verified the validity 

of their method by comparing the calculated results with the experimental ones 

about both characteristics. Furthermore, they have investigated the influence of 

the circuit parameters on the motor performance. 

Now, this simplified method is applicable to analyse the characteristics of 

the motor controlled by other types of thyristor circuits, where the armature 

current is interrupted periodically, and the fluctuation of the motor speed is 

almost suppressed. In particular, the block diagram shown in Fig. 5 will be 

applicable to analyse the motor performance when the speed feedback is adopted 

to the original circuit. 
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